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What is PhET? 

Suite of over 100 interactive simulations 



PhET design principles 

Provide real-time, 
animated feedback 

as students play 

Implicitly scaffold 
inquiry through 

design of controls 

Make simulations 
highly interactive  

Use dynamic visual 
representations 

Provide an intuitive 
interface, usable 

without instructions  

Create a game-like 
environment 

Allow actions that are 
difficult or impossible 

in the real world 



Where is PhET? 

http://phet.colorado.edu 

http://phet.colorado.edu/
http://phet.colorado.edu/


How can PhET be free? 

National Science Foundation 

Hewlett Foundation 

O’Donnell Foundation 

University of Colorado 

Carl Wieman & Sarah Gilbert 



Who is PhET? 



Who uses PhET? 

Website: 26 languages Sims: 68 languages 

Over 25 million sims run in 2011 



Initial design 

Interviews 

Redesign 

Final design 

Research 

Classrooms 

PhET design process 



Initial design 



Interviews 

“Play with the sim and think aloud” 



Is the sim intuitive? 

Do students find the controls? 



Redesign 

Before After 

Can you spot the changes? 



Initial design 

Interviews 

Redesign 

Final design 

Research 

Classrooms 

PhET design process 



Using PhET in lecture 

How will evaporation affect the concentration? 

A. Increase 

B. Decrease 

C. No change 



Using PhET in recitation 

Activity A 
Select the strong acid solution. 
Dip the pH meter into the 
solution and record the pH. 

Activity B 
Explore the sim with a partner. 
Investigate all of the factors 
that affect the pH of a solution. 



Using PhET in lab 

Lab 
Test the conductivity of salt and 
sugar in water. Describe how 
concentration affects the 
conductivity of both solutions. 

Sim 
Compare how salt and sugar 
behave in water. Describe how 
your observations help you 
explain the conductivity results. 



How can you assess PhET? 

Before Lab After Lab 



Using PhET in homework 



What’s next for PhET? 

Sim Sharing 

New Sims 



How can you contribute? 

Email: phethelp@colorado.edu 

Report bugs 

Send us your ideas for new sims! 

mailto:phethelp@colorado.edu


How can PhET help you? 



Stay in touch with social media 



Thanks! 

http://phet.colorado.edu 

http://phet.colorado.edu/
http://phet.colorado.edu/

